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Why Do Kids Overeat?
n my years of practicing pediatrics, I KILLING ME.” Many get trapped in viconstantly advocated for healthy be- cious cycles, where they eat to comfort the
haviors for my overweight and obese anguish of being obese itself, as one 14patients and their parents. I taught them year-old (5’6”, 171 lbs.) lamented: “Every
about healthy eating, exercise, and portion time I’m stressed I eat and my weight is
control. Like most pediatricians, my suc- making me stressed.”
It’s my observation that
cesses were limited. My pakids initially overeat because
tients hated being fat, yet they
“the food is there”—it simply
struggled to lose or maintain
tastes good. But once their
weight. If they lost weight,
brains realize that pain, stress,
they soon gained it back.
and boredom are eased by the
I proposed the simple nopleasure of food, the kids may
tion of cutting in half whatbecome dependent on this
ever they typically ate and
comfort eating and unable to
saving half for later, so they
stop, even when distressingly
really wouldn’t lose any of
obese. Actual tolerance may
the food they loved. NeverBY ROBERT
develop. One 14-year-old girl
theless, most kids weren’t
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(5’2”, 201 lbs.) remarked that
able to resist eating the
food is “like a drug. What
whole thing at once. My patients were frustrated, and so was I. used to satisfy you before now has no efSomething else was going on and de- fect. I feel like I’ve become immune to the
foods that used to comfort me.”
feating their efforts.
This compelling evidence points to a
In my determination to find some answers, I set up an interactive, open-access serious dependence on the pleasure of
Web site, where I invited overweight eating, similar to dependences on toand obese kids to share their stories and bacco, alcohol, and even drugs. The way
struggles. Kids welcomed it as a safe these youth describe their relationship
with food comes close to satisfying all of
haven to help each other.
After receiving several million visi- the DSM-IV substance dependence critors—mostly kids—and 134,000 anony- teria. Many kids—when bored, stressed,
mous messages over 10 years, I’ve learned or depressed—use food as a “drug of
a lot about kids’ views on obesity and its comfort” that is more acceptable than alchallenges, including their thoughts cohol and drugs of abuse. Dependence
about the roles of their physicians and on highly pleasurable foods appears to be
parents. These kids proclaim that infor- on a “continuum.” Overweight kids
mation about healthy eating and exercise would seem to be partially dependent
hasn’t done much to help them. Further, (partially addicted?); obese kids fully de37% of those sharing their struggles ex- pendent (fully addicted?); and morbidly
plicitly describe turning to food when de- obese kids are likely in addictive tolerpressed, stressed, angry, anxious, lonely, ance mode and eat more or worse foods
fatigued, or bored. In the words of one 17- to obtain the same coping effect.
Comfort eating may induce brain
year-old girl (5’4”, 184 lbs.): “I want/need
to lose weight ... yet I’ll just keep eating changes. Neuroimaging studies reveal
those choc bars to numb whatever feel- that low dopamine D2 receptor levels in
ings I have at that moment.”
the striatum are strikingly similar in
For many, or perhaps most, this “com- obese and drug-addicted individuals ( J.
fort eating” appears to be unconscious or Addict. Dis. 2004;23:39-53). A 16-year-old
mindless, as a 17-year-old girl (5’7”, 181 girl summed it up this way: “A teen who
lbs.) related: “I’ve been stopping myself does drugs or smokes would get in troufrom emotional and comfort eating and ble if their parents found out. But no one’s
I’m only realising how big of a problem going to ground you for eating, which can
it was for me that I was in total denial of.” be equally as damaging, and is equally as
The disaster is, even when they realize difficult to stop.”
they comfort eat, they may be unable to
We should be asking obese kids about
stop, as a 13-year-old girl (5’6”, 177 lbs.) ag- their lives and how they feel when they
onized: “I hate when I comfort eat. .. . seek food. And we should be advising
I DONT KNOW HOW TO STOP. ITS their parents to listen to their answers,

which may alert them to a comfort eating dependence, and let the kids know
that they care. A 12-year-old girl (5’3”,
186 lbs.) remarked: “If parents took the
time to actually listen to their kids ...less
kids would go to the fridge when they
were depressed.” Too often, parents assign blame to their overweight children,
which may induce further comfort eating. We also need to be aware of this and
that scaring our obese patients with
health risks may be counterproductive,
as this 13-year-old girl (5’6”, 254 lb.) expressed: “I am really scared about one
thing my doctor told me ... if I gain any
more weight I might have to have
surgery ... that’s been giving me nightmares and stress ... and as I said before
stress makes me eat more ... agggh!!!”
Obese kids need major support to
break their dependence on the pleasure of
eating, including ways to cope with life
other than food, such as hobbies, pets,
meditation, and counseling. Kids may not
be in touch with their emotions and may
be unaware that they use food to cope;
they may say simply, “I just love to eat.”
I encourage you to take the following
two steps to help your patients to stop
the pattern of “comfort eating” that can
result in a lifetime of obesity and its associated comorbidities: 1) Make the time
to ask every fat kid you see in your office
about his/her life and relationship with
food. 2) Advocate for legislation to put a
tax on junk food to protect our kids.
Here are five questions to ask when
evaluating your overweight patients:
씰 Do you ever feel stressed, sad, or
bored?
씰 Do you find yourself eating to make
yourself feel better? (A positive answer
may indicate mindless eating.)
씰 Do you struggle to resist cravings for
rich food, like junk food or fast food,
knowing full well that you don’t want to
gain any more weight?
씰 Do you feel that your eating is “out of
control”?
씰 Do you find yourself eating to comfort the distress you feel about being so
heavy?
As I manage my overweight patients
with “comfort eating” patterns, I have
shifted my focus from portion control to
stress control. Here is my written prescription for my patients. I hope it works
for your patients as well.
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enjoyable (or maybe less onerous) for
the patient. And . . . it means that for the
next 10 or 15 minutes I can observe the
adolescent for signs of presyncope while
I take my history and do my exam.
This pattern does require that the
clinical support staff has done a good job
of determining whether the patient is
well enough to receive the immunization and has made sure that the permits
are signed and vaccines have been drawn
up for my get-it-done-quick blitz. Combined with the no-need-to-withdraw
Continued on page 20
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Avoiding Syncope
I agree with Dr. H. Garry Gardner that
following the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices guidelines regarding postvaccination syncope
is problematic (“Time, Lack of Space
Are Barriers,” May 2010, p. 6). Both
space and time are equally expensive
parameters to adjust. Few of us can afford to build out another few hundred
square feet for a recovery area. But there

is a solution to the shortage of time.
When I enter an exam room that
reeks of anxiety, I usually ask, “Is it the
shots you are worried about?” Even if
the answer is “No,” I suggest, “Let’s give
those shots now and get them out of the
way.”
This inversion of the usual order of
the visit does a couple of things. It discharges a big chunk of the anxiety that
breeds syncope, and it makes the rest of
the visit more fruitful for me and more

Rx to Overcome Comfort Eating
Write down your reasons to not
overeat, such as: a) so I won’t be so out
of breath, b) so I won’t be teased, c) so I
can fit in cool clothes, d) so I can get
dates, e) so I can play sports, and f ) for
my health.
씰 Do three things to reduce your stress
each day. These might include relaxation, deep breathing, meditation, taking
a walk, doing a hobby, shooting hoops,
and playing a musical instrument.
씰 Make a list with a description, of each
of your problems, such as “I just can’t understand algebra,” or “My mom bugs me
about my weight.” Under each problem
write a plan, such as, “Ask the school for
a math tutor,” or “Write a letter to my
mom saying that her nagging makes me
eat more.”
씰 Talk about your problems with your
parents, friends, doctor, minister, or a
counselor.
씰 Avoid junk food and fast food, including sugar-sweetened drinks. Ask your
parents to not have them in the house.
씰 To get unhooked from problem
foods, try to stay completely away from
the one food you have the biggest problem with. Your cravings for that food
should lessen within 1-2 weeks. Do not
abuse a new food once you get off the
one with which you have the biggest
problem. Do this withdrawal process
with as many problem foods as you can,
one at a time.
씰 Find sources of comfort other than
food, such as pets, volunteer work,
books, hobbies, and clubs.
■
씰

DR. PRETLOW, board certified in
pediatrics, lectures on overweight in
children and teens and use of the Internet
in medicine. He is founder and director of
www.weigh2rock.com, an online weight
loss system for teens and preteens. Contact
Dr. Pretlow at director@weigh2rock.com
or 206-448-4414. He has started a blog
called Childhood Obesity News
(http://childhoodobesitynews.com) for
pediatricians, parents, teachers, counselors,
and young people.
Disclosures: The Web site www.
weigh2rock.com is owned by eHealth
International Inc., Dr. Pretlow’s company,
as is his book, “Overweight: What Kids
Say” (Seattle: CreateSpace, 2010).
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